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A Brief history timeline on the Globalisation of 
Copyright and IP 

 1948: The UN International Covenant on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights contains a similar clause in Article 15(c). It affirms 
that everyone has the right “to benefit from the protection of the 
moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary 
or artistic production of which he is the author.”

 Significantly, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 
the body charged with interpreting the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, in its “General Comment 17” on 
article 15(c), specifically states that “the moral and material 
interests resulting from one’s scientific, literary and artistic 
productions safeguards the personal link between authors and 
their creations and between peoples, communities, or other 
groups and their collective cultural heritage.”



Berne Convention for the Protection of 
Literary and Artistic Work –1960’s
 In the 1960s, developing countries had organized to revise 

the originally signed in 1886, so that it would take into 
account their educational needs and favor their economic 
and industrial-development goals and technology transfers 
from developed countries.

  Countries such as India, Brazil, and Korea developed an 
offensive position from the 1960s to the 1980s, leading 
developing countries to mobilize against the increasing 
protection of intellectual property, both in international 
arenas and in their own national policies and laws.



1980s Paris Convention  pushes back 
G77 developing nations
 Paris Convention in the 1980s, when the United States tried to 

obtain higher standards of protection, developing countries acting as 
a bloc mobilized to lower them. They formalized the G-77, which was 
established in 1964 by seventy-seven developing countries at the end 
of the first session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development in Geneva, and some of them maintained a firm position 
through the Uruguay Round negotiations of the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade (GATT), notably against the inclusion of an 
agreement on intellectual property, and later in favor of retaining 
flexible compulsory licensing provisions in the agreement.6 

 However, in the end, there was No revision of the Berne Convention, 
a victory of the Northern IP and Copyright exporting nations and 
corporations….



1990’s - WIPO TRIPS IP agreements 
further solidifies IP export regime (a)

 1994, the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights Agreement 
(the TRIPS Agreement) was finally adopted by 128 countries, including many 
developing countries, ultimately strengthening intellectual property rights for 
all the members of the newly created World Trade Organization (WTO); 

 Rights-holder groups from developed countries have been able to form strong 
alliances within their home countries and between developed countries and 
have built strong and long-lasting relationships with the WIPO Secretariat.

 The digital agenda in WIPO has focused on adapting copyright and related 
proprietary forms of protection to the digital environment. In the past ten 
years, the international protection of copyright and related rights has been 
expanded significantly to include new rights, extended terms of protection, 
and new subject matter, such as computer programs and databases.



1990’s - WIPO TRIPS IP agreements 
further solidifies IP export regime (b)
 Demand for further protection for broadcasting organizations After the adoption 

of the WIPO Copyright Treaty and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty, 
audiovisual performers and broadcasting organizations demanded negotiations on 
new international treaties to extend and update the protection they enjoyed in the 
same manner that the two treaties had done for authors of creative works and the 
music recording industry.

 Standing Committee on Copyrights and Related Rights

 Additional rights, such as the exclusive right to authorize or prohibit the 
retransmission of broadcasts following what is known as the “fixation” of such 
broadcasts—their reduction to material form; the addition of new beneficiaries of 
protection, not only traditional broadcasting organizations, but also cablecasting 
organizations and possibly simulcasting and Webcasting organizations; more 
restrictive limitations and exceptions to the rights conferred in the treaty, compared 
with the WIPO Copyright Treaty and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms 
Treaty; and more stringent obligations on technological-protection measures and 
digital rights management (DRM) than those contained in those treaties



WIPO/WTO Trade Offs vis Copyright and 
Agriculture, Textiles problemetic
 The creation of the idea of intellectual property and its inclusion in 

the trade regime also shifted the institutional base of the relevant 
national negotiators from more locally protective and development-
sensitive government ministries such as those of culture or education 
to ministries more oriented toward global trade and industry. 

 The negotiating dynamics of the terms of trade therefore were easier 
to tilt in favor of the intellectual property exporters, in exchange for 
concessions, real or imagined, on agriculture, textiles, and so on- 
seen as undermining the industrial and agricultural development path 
of Developing nations and LDC’s 



21st Century:  WIPO Development agenda- push 
from the South /G 77

 The WIPO development agenda is one of the most significant developments in 
the recent history of WIPO. The WIPO Development Agenda is essentially an 
effort to reform the current structure of global intellectual property policy 
making.

  Aimed reshaping the organization to increase its ability to address concerns 
that had been historically relegated to obscurity or absent entirely from 
the WIPO policy discussions and Exceptions/limatations  development and 
public-interest concerns, as well as the concerns of new industries 
( Education, Health, Open Access, Bio Piracy etc,)

 The core objective was to ensure that WIPO activities and intellectual 
property discussions would balance business interests with broader 
consumer and public interests and would be in line with the broad 
mandate of the UN to support the development goals of its developing 
countries and least-developed countries.



United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples September 7, 2007,
The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, adopted 
on September 7, 2007, has confirmed indigenous peoples’ rights over their 
knowledge: Article 11

 Indigenous peoples have the right to practise and revitalize their cultural 
traditions and customs. This includes the right to maintain, protect and 
develop the past, present and future manifestations of their cultures, such 
as archaeological and historical sites, artefacts, designs, ceremonies, 
technologies and visual and performing arts and literature.

 States shall provide redress through effective mechanisms, which may include 
restitution, developed in conjunction with indigenous peoples, with respect 
to their cultural, intellectual, religious and spiritual property taken 
without their free, prior and informed consent or in violation of their 
laws, traditions and customs.



Developing South and Access to 
Knowledge (A2K) movement 
Access to Knowledge A2K success @ WIPO Development agenda

 TRIPS, for example, purports to integrate the developing world into the system of global 
capital, yet it is able to do so only to the extent that the intellectual property regime 
imagines the developing world as a subject of property rights. 

 Similarly, A2K  aims to address this particular problem by proposing an economic 
model of the commons in which the developing world would have greater access to 
informational goods. However, such an integration takes place again only to the extent 
that the developing world is imagined as having access to the finance capital, social 
capital, and human capital that is required to make such access economically 
productive. 

 A2K advocates are using competition law to limit the scope of intellectual property 
rights, including in cases that lay the groundwork for implementing a more robust theory 
of intellectual property. Their work is shifting the question of whether competition law 
can limit intellectual property rights to when competition law should regulate 
intellectual property, making it possible to recognize a new category of “essential 
intellectual property” for which open-licensing duties should be frequently required. 



Regulating the Power of Google and Netflix and 
Amazon  in Developing world

  EU Commission fines to Google ( EU4.7Billion fine in 2018) , Amazon ( tax 
evasion) Netflix ( VAT on online movies) etc are part of the wider problem on 
the countervailing power of  tech Giants exercise over economy and society; 
and regulators more muscular in approach 

  

 Need for taxation to reduce ( and redistribute )  monopoly and monopsony 
power of Social Media Tech giants  that constrains the market, erodes smaller 
players and above all erodes cultural industries; 

 South African Treasury to impose VAT tax on Netflix  and other services from 1 
April 2019 



South Africa’s 2018 Copyright debates- 
A balancing Act…

Addressing developmentalism local content and protection of artist , 
consumer, industry and society vital

 Retaining certain statutory rights to royalties for creators, even when they 
have transferred their rights to the producers of their works. While there is 
strong emphasis on correcting the wrongs in the relationship between 
creators and the organisations to which they assign their intellectual property, 
especially in South Africa due to entrenched historical inequalities, globally 

 Industry say this problem is resolved through strengthening creator and 
industry representative bodies and effective enforcement of contracts 

 Authors and Artists as creators need better protection, support 



Pertinent Issues of Copyright Act 2018 
for authors, creatives 
 Too much focus on Users  as 80% of bill is ‘User obsessed’, 

yet Creatives are the ‘ heartbeat’ of the creative economy 
 Excpetions clause 28 needs rework;
 ‘Fair Use’ Principle an import from US and too Litigious 

and favours giants Google, who have deep pockets 
 First sale principle crown out innovation



Pertinent Issues of Copyright Act 2018 
for authors, creatives (2)
 Royalty for actors not workable as it puts them on the same 

level of supplementary support personnel 
 Section 21 (1) c needs review

 Crowds out creativity incentive…Not Workable 
 How can a leading actor share Royalty with a support 

personnel like make up artist? 
 There is a need for a updated Regulatory Impact Assessment 

(RIA ) to be done that is independent  and assessed
 A Stakeholder mapping is required 



‘Fair Use’  Debates…

 Fair Use doctrine critiqued as import from US legisltation which is litigious and 
expensive . Favoured by Google for its business model

 In other words, while the current copyright regime creates problems of access—
in particular, when access is provided across borders—it also creates problems 
for creators who, on the Internet, build on the works of others and “remix.” 

 Lawrence Lessig of Harvard law school  observes 

  “It is now anybody with access to a $500 computer that can take sounds and 
images and use them to say things differently. These tools of creativity have 
become tools of speech. And it is the literacy for the new generation. It is 
how our kids speak. It is how our kids think. It is what our kids are.”

 Do Copyright laws in SA and elsewhere restrict creativity & innovation, 
thus eroding our future Bill Gates’ etc ?



Creative Commons approach and issues
One alternative—is option to apply the Creative Commons Attribution License 
(CCAL) to all works. Under the CCAL, authors retain ownership of the copyright for 
their article, but they allow anyone to download, reuse, reprint, modify, distribute, 
and/or copy the article as long as the original authors and source are credited. T
 This broad license was developed to facilitate open access to, and free use of 

original works of all types. It ensures that works remain freely and openly 
available. 

 Under the CCAL, readers are free to make derivative works, defined as “a work 
based upon one or more preexisting works, such as a translation, musical 
arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound 
recording, art reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in 
which a work may be recast, transformed, or adapted. 

  Is there a space for ‘ creative commons and remixing ? YES ! 
Have we explored these commons models effectively?
 



Recommendations for DAC, DTI
 An Interministerial  Committee (IMC) of DTI, DAC, DIRCO etc on Copyright 

and local content development/preservation ;

 Presidential 4IR commission requires inputs from creative communities 
( authors, unions prosumers, artists, users and designers) for more inclusive 
and developmental 

 Conduct a Regulatory Impact Assessment – Independent 

 Explore Taxation on Netflix Youtube, Amazon etc wit regards to 
contributions to local production/film funds

 Collecting Societies ( i.e. SAMRO) to develop a new model that is 
transparent, open, accessible, fair and just 

 Promotion of local content in line with Mzanzi Golden economy, in line 
with global UN conventions and ICER charter

 Promote Local Content development charter at SADC and AU level treaty 
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